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ABSTRACT: Combining recent concepts from the fields of molecular conductivity and
molecular machinery we set out to design a crystalline molecular conductor that also
possesses a molecular rotor. We report on the structures, electronic and physical properties,
and dynamics of two solids with a common 1,4-bis(carboxyethynyl)bicyclo[2.2.2]octane
(BABCO) functional rotor. One, [nBu4N

+]2[BABCO][BABCO
−]2, is a colorless insulator

where the dicarboxylic acid cocrystallizes with two of its monoanionic conjugated bases.
The other is self-assembled by electrocrystallization in the form of black, shiny needles, with
highly conducting molecular slabs of (EDT-TTF-CONH2)2

+ (EDT-TTF = ethyl-
enedithiotetrathiafulvalene) and anionic [BABCO−] rotors. Using variable-temperature
(5−300 K) proton spin−lattice relaxation, 1H T1

−1, we were able to assign two types of
Brownian rotators in [nBu4N

+]2[BABCO][BABCO
−]2. We showed that neutral BABCO groups have a rotational frequency of

120 GHz at 300 K with a rotational barrier of 2.03 kcal mol−1. Rotors on the BABCO− sites experience stochastic 32 GHz jumps
at the same temperature over a rotational barrier of 2.72 kcal mol−1. In contrast, the BABCO− rotors within the highly
conducting crystals of (EDT-TTF-CONH2)2

+[BABCO−] are essentially “braked” at room temperature. Notably, these crystals
possess a conductivity of 5 S cm−1 at 1 bar, which increases rapidly with pressure up to 50 S cm−1 at 11.5 kbar. Two regimes with
different activation energies Ea for the resistivity (180 K above 50 and 400 K below) are observed at ambient pressure; a metallic
state is stabilized at ca. 8 kbar, and an insulating ground state remains below 50 K at all pressures. We discuss two likely channels
by which the motion of the rotors might become slowed down in the highly conducting solid. One is defined as a low-velocity
viscous regime inherent to a noncovalent, physical coupling induced by the cooperativity between five Csp3−H···O hydrogen
bonds engaging any rotor and five BABCO units in its environment. The rotational barrier calculated with the effect of this set of
hydrogen bonds amounts to 7.3 kcal mol−1. Another is quantum dissipation, a phenomenon addressing the difference of
dynamics of the rotors in the two solids with different electrical properties, by which the large number of degrees of freedom of
the low dimensional electron gas may serve as a bath for the dissipation of the energy of the rotor motion, the two systems being
coupled by the Coulomb interaction between the charges of the rotors (local moments and induced dipoles) and the charges of
the carriers.

■ INTRODUCTION
We report on a materials discovery initiative designed to
fashion a system whereby highly conducting molecular slabs
and Brownian rotators are assembled, intertwined in the solid
state. Our idea is to design conducting molecular systems with a
rotator component where the dielectric modulation inherent to
the rotor dynamics1,2 may affect the electrostatic potential of
the charge carriers’ environment3 and interfere with Mott
transitions between conducting and localized states.4 This

would be especially relevant in those instances where nearest,
next nearest neighbors, or longer range electrostatic inter-
actions, rather than primarily electron correlations, become
paramount in driving the localization.5 A companion benefit
would be to create situations where the rotor dynamics might
couple with the magnetic dipoles of the S = 1/2 carrier spins,
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bringing in opportunities for unprecedented electronic and
magnetic instabilities in otherwise rich phase diagrams where
many competing ground states like charge and spin density
waves, and antiferromagnetic and superconducting ground
states, are being intensely investigated.5−7 By designing
conducting amphidynamic crystals with rapidly moving parts,
we intend to bring together in the form of complex functional
materials the fields of molecular machines1,8 and amphidynamic
solids9 with the field of multifunctional conducting and
magnetic molecular solids,10 an approach complementary to
recent work by Akutagawa, Nakamura, and co-workers.2

Molecular systems based on conjugated carboxylates have
been developed in recent years to serve as functional
components in the fields of organic conductors,3,10 and organic
electrodes for batteries.11 We now report on 1,4-bis-
(carboxyethynyl)bicyclo[2.2.2]octane (BABCO) (Scheme 1)

and the tetrabutylammonium salt of its monodeprotonated
anion, [nBu4N

+]2[BABCO][BABCO
−]2, to serve as rotator

anionic components in the radical cation salt, (EDT-TTF-
CONH2)2

+[BABCO−] (EDT-TTF = ethylenedithiotetrathia-
fulvalene), where an electron localization at ambient pressure is
suppressed at 8 kbar. The amide-functionalized ethylenedithio-
tetrathiafulvalene, EDT-TTF-CONH2 (Scheme 1), was se-
lected to be assembled with the BABCO− rotator to exploit the
structure-directing ability of the redox-activated hydrogen bond
donor character of the amide in molecular metals.10e,12 The
selection of bicyclo[2.2.2]octane as a rotator was based on its
relatively high symmetry with a 3-fold rotational axis, which has
been shown to display room temperature exchange dynamics in
the gigahertz regime, even in relatively dense molecular
solids.9,13

An unexpected outcome of the work reported herein was
disclosed by variable temperature 1H spin−lattice relaxation
(T1) experiments carried out at different fields on crystalline
samples, confirming that static crystal NMR is emerging2,13a as
a powerful approach to investigate the rotors dynamics in
molecular machines. It is found that both the BABCO and

BABCO− rotors in [nBu4N
+]2[BABCO][BABCO

−]2 undergo
fast, albeit different, stochastic movements, yet the molecular
rotors are slowed down to a considerable extent in the low
dimensional molecular conductor, (EDT-TTF-CON-
H2)2

+[BABCO−]. This prompted us to establish the important
influence that Csp3−H···O hydrogen bonds can have upon the
modulation of the effective potential of molecular rotors. In
addition, the possibility of quantum dissipation is introduced, a
complementary phenomenon by which the classical or
quantum movement of BABCO rotors might become
“damped” by electronic quantum mechanical effects in the
highly conducting solid.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Syn thes i s o f HO2C−BCO−CO2H (BABCO) and

[nBu4N
+]2[BABCO][BABCO

−]2. Samples of 1,4-bis(carboxyethynyl)-
bicyclo[2.2.2]octane (BABCO) were obtained in 81% yield as
described in Scheme 2 from the terminal dialkyne 1,4-
diethynylbicyclo[2.2.2]octane (BCO) synthesized from diethylsucci-
nate in a nine-step sequence reported earlier.13a

To a solution of 1,4-diethynylbicyclo[2,2,2]octane (200 mg, 1.26
mmol) in 50 mL of dried THF, cooled down to −78 °C, was added n-
butyllithium (2.5 M in n-hexane) (1.2 mL, 3 mmol) under inert
atmosphere and anhydrous conditions, and the mixture was stirred at
−78 °C for 30 min. Note that our procedure uses n-butyllithium at
variance with the synthesis of a series of phenylenedipropynoic acids
reported earlier which uses EtMgBr instead.14 Dried carbon dioxide
was then bubbled through the solution while the reaction mixture was
slowly warmed up to room temperature. The reaction was monitored
by thin layer chromatography (ethylacetate/n-heptane =50:50). Then,
the reaction mixture was acidified to a pH of 1 with a 6 M HCl
aqueous solution, and it was extracted with dichloromethane. The
organic layer was washed twice with cold water and then dried over
magnesium sulfate, filtered, and evaporated to dryness under low
pressure to afford a colorless oil that solidifies immediately at room
temperature as a white solid (250 mg, 1.02 mmol, yield = 81%). Good
quality plate-shaped single crystals of BABCO, whose structure is
shown in Figure 1c, were obtained by slow evaporation of a solution of
BABCO in a 50/50 (volume to volume) ethylacetate/n-heptane
mixture. Tdecomp: 201.7 °C.

1H NMR (DMSO-d6, 500 MHz): δ 1.76 (s,
12H). 13C NMR (DMSO-d6, 500 MHz): δ 154.30, 92.64, 74.27, 29.96,
25.80. ESI(+) m/z = 490.55 [2(M − H)−]. Anal. Calcd for C14H14O4:
C, 68.28; H, 5.73. Found: C, 68.24; H, 6.17. Large, colorless cube-like
single crystals of [nBu4N

+]2[BABCO][BABCO
−]2 were found to

crystallize out of the 11/1 CH3CN/CH3OH solvent mixture in the
electrocrystallization cell.

Synthesis of (EDT-TTF-CONH2)2
+[BABCO−]. A two-compart-

ment cell15 equipped with platinum electrodes (l = 2 cm, Ø = 1 mm)
and kept at 40 °C was filled with an acetonitrile (11 mL, dried over B
alumina) solution and a 1 mL freshly distilled methanol solution
containing 3-amido-3′,4′-ethylenedithiotetrathiafulvalene,16 EDT-TTF-
CONH2 (5 mg) (Scheme 1), and [nBu4N

+]2[BABCO][BABCO
−]2

(Scheme 2) (25 mg) which serves as electrolyte. Oxidation at low

Scheme 1

Scheme 2
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constant current (0.2 μA) affords shiny, black plate-like single crystals
after 10 days.
X-ray Structure Analysis. Crystal data for BABCO,

[nBu4N
+]2[BABCO][BABCO−]2 , and (EDT-TTF-CON-

H2)2
+[BABCO−] are listed in Table 1. X-ray data were collected at

room temperature for BABCO and [nBu4N
+]2[BABCO][BABCO

−]2
and at 200 K for (EDT-TTF-CONH2)2

+[BABCO−] using a Bruker
Nonius KappaCCD diffractometer with monochromatized Mo Kα-
radiation (λ = 0.710 73 Å, graphite monochromator, combined φ/ω-
scan). All crystals of BABCO and (EDT-TTF-CONH2)2

+[BABCO−]
appeared to be nonmerohedral twins. Diffraction data from both twin

domains were combined into a SHELX HKLF5 file and used for
refinement of the structure BABCO; absorption correction of
experimental intensities was made by an analytical method. The
refined twin fraction for BABCO is 0.3077(7). Empirical absorption
correction was applied for [nBu4N

+]2[BABCO][BABCO
−]2 and

(EDT-TTF-CONH2)2
+[BABCO−] using the SADABS program.17

The structures were solved by a direct method followed by Fourier
syntheses and refined by a full-matrix least-squares method in an
anisotropic approximation for all non-hydrogen atoms using the
SHELX-97 programs.18 H-atoms were placed in idealized positions

Figure 1. (a) Illustration of the two-dimensional hydrogen bonded net in [nBu4N
+]2[BABCO][BABCO

−]2 (tetrabutylammonium cations are
omitted for clarity). BABCO: CO 1.207(2) Å, and CO 1.318(2) Å. BABCO−: CO 1.215(2) Å. CO 1.305(2) Å, carboxylate CO
1.243(2) Å and 1.268(2) Å. The BABCO rotors (neutral acid) are disordered over two positions while BABCO− rotors are fully ordered. (b) The
acid−base interface develops out of two robust OH···O hydrogen bonds, I 1.69 Å and II 1.79 Å. (c) A hexagonal closed-packed array of infinite
hydrogen bonded one-dimensional polymers, of which a fragment is shown here, constitutes the structure of the monomolecular neutral solid 1,4-
bis(carboxyethynyl)bicyclo[2.2.2]octane (BABCO). Hydrogen-bonded carboxylic dimers12c are built out of two O−H···O hydrogen bonds; the four
contacts in two independent strings are in the range 1.83−1.86 Å. Interestingly, this carboxylic dimer motif cannot be sustained in
[nBu4N

+]2[BABCO][BABCO
−]2 where the carboxylate oxygen atoms act as stronger hydrogen bond acceptors with shorter OH···O hydrogen

bonds, hence the single bonded motifs shown in part b.
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and refined using a riding model with Uiso(H) fixed at 1.2Ueq(C, N)
and 1.5Ueq(O).
VT 1H Spin−Lattice Relaxation Time (T1). Experiments were

carried out at Orsay on static crystalline samples at two different 1H
Larmor frequencies (55 and 210 MHz) and over a wide range of
temperatures (5−300 K). Wide-line 1H spectra were measured in
single crystals with a superconducting magnet using a NMR
spectrometer and probe built at Orsay. The probe is designed so as
to reduce spurious proton signals. Samples were loaded into a small
glass tube (typically 1.2−1.6 mm in diameter, depending on the
amount of material available) on which the NMR coil was wound. 1H
signals were recorded using the FID following a π/2 pulse (typically
0.8−1.5 μs), and spin−lattice relaxation was measured using the
standard saturation recovery sequence. For each T1 measurement we
recorded signals for 20 values of the relaxation delay between the
saturating comb and the measuring pulse.
Transport Measurements. In order to improve the quality of the

contacts, gold pads were evaporated on the surface of single crystals of
(EDT-TTF-CONH2)

+
2[BABCO

−] before attaching gold wires with
silver paste. A standard four points technique was used with low
frequency ac current (Iac= 1 μA) and lock-in detection. Resistivity
measurements were also performed under hydrostatic pressure in a
CuBe clamped cell up to 12 kbar with silicon oil (Daphne 7373) as
pressure transmitting medium. The pressure at room temperature was
extracted from the resistance of a manganin gauge located inside the
pressure cell. The loss of pressure during cooling is estimated to 2
kbar, and the pressure indicated in Figure 6b is the low temperature
value (PLT). Resistivity measurements were performed in a cryocooler
down to 20 K. A copper-constantan thermocouple inside the pressure
cell was used as the thermometer.

Computational Details. The tight-binding band structure
calculations19 were of the extended Hückel type. A modified
Wolfsberg−Helmholtz formula was used to calculate the nondiagonal
Hij values.

20 All valence electrons were taken into account in the
calculations, and the basis set consisted of Slater-type orbitals of
double- ζ quality for C, N, and O 2s and 2p, S 3s and 3p, and of single-
ζ quality for H 1s. The ionization potentials, contraction coefficients,
and exponents were taken from previous work.21 The density
functional theory (DFT) molecular calculations were carried out
adopting the hybrid (GGA) B3LYP22 and (meta-GGA) M06-2X23

functionals using the Gaussian 09 code.24 Basis sets of the type 6-311-
G(d,p) were used.25

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

[nBu4N
+]2[BABCO][BABCO

−]2 Has Two Rotors with
Different Environments and Rotational Potentials, One
of Which, the BABCO Rotor, Is Faster. The crystal structure
of large colorless blocks, with one-half independent BABCO
and one independent BABCO− in the asymmetric unit of the
monoclinic unit cell, reveals the presence of a two-dimensional
framework where hydrogen bonded neutral acid molecules pull
apart hydrogen bonded strings of their monodeprotonated
conjugated bases (Figure 1a). The pattern created out of two
robust O−H···O hydrogen bonds at the acid−base interface is
shown in Figure 1b. Interaction I, which holds together the
[BABCO−]∞ polymer, has a characteristic, antiperiplanar
configuration of the single OH bond allowing it to reach
out toward one carboxylate oxygen atom (Figure 1b). It is also
far shorter than interaction II, the OH···O hydrogen bond
between BABCO and BABCO−. Note that the inventory of
CO and CO bond lengths (Figure 1) leaves no ambiguity
as far as identifying the molecules and the 2:1:2 net
stoichiometry of this diluted salt. This makes for a softer
lattice where the Madelung energy of the salt is reduced. A
similar, yet charge inverted, situation has been observed for
(Hmel+)(mel)[Au(midt)2

−]·2DMF·2H2O where mel stands
for melamine and midt for maleimide dithiolato.26

Variable temperature spin−lattice relaxation data, 1H T1
−1,

are being intensively scrutinized since they are particularly
useful when the stimulated nuclear transitions responsible for
restoring thermal equilibrium in the sample are determined by
the modulation of dipolar interactions caused by the rapid
motion of internal rotors.2,9,13a Note that the dynamics of the
rotors in BABCO and BABCO− in crys ta l s o f
[nBu4N

+]2[BABCO][BABCO
−]2 is likely to differ because

there is only one equilibrium position for the BABCO− rotor in
contrast to a disorder over two equilibrium positions on the
neutral BABCO rotor site (Figure 1a). Thus, as demonstrated
previously for 1,4-bis(iodoethynyl)bicyclo[2.2.2]octane
(BIBCO, Scheme 1),13a ordered and disordered sites have
potentials with 3-fold and 6-fold rotational axes that
correspond, respectively, to high and low energy barriers.
Therefore, the barrier for the disordered BABCO rotors on the
higher symmetry site is expected to be lower than that for the
ordered BABCO− rotors. This prompted us to conduct variable
temperature 1H T1

−1 experiments on static crystals at two
fields, 55 and 210 MHz (Figure 2), to probe dynamic processes
occurring at frequencies that are near the Larmor frequency of
the 1H nucleus.
The data in Figure 2 reveals two T1

−1 maxima shifted to
higher temperatures for larger magnetic fields, as expected.
Note that the magnitudes of T1

−1 for each of these maxima are
not identical. Instead, the maximum at lower temperature is
smaller, an indication that fewer mobile protons contribute to

Table 1. Crystal Data, Data Collection, and Refinement
Details

BABCO

[nBu4N
+]2

[BABCO]
[BABCO−]2

(EDT-TTF-
CONH2)2

+[BABCO−]

λ/Å 0.710 73 0.710 73 0.710 73
T/K 293(2) 295(2) 200(1)
chemical
formula

C14H14O4 C74H112N2O12 C32H27N2O6S12

mol wt 246.25 1221.66 920.28
cryst syst monoclinic monoclinic monoclinic
a/Å 6.8168(13) 9.4781(3) 14.690(4)
b/Å 16.553(4) 13.8557(4) 6.6624(12)
c/Å 23.215(4) 27.3763(5) 18.941(11)
β/deg 101.414(17) 95.713(5) 96.85(3)
V/Å3 2567.6(9) 3577.4(2) 1841(1)
space
group, Z

P21/c, 8 P21/c, 2 Pa, 2

F(000) 1040 1332 946
ρcalcd./
g cm−3

1.274 1.134 1.661

μ/cm−1 0.93 0.75 7.61
Tmin, Tmax 0.9690,

0.9961
0.7010, 0.7456 0.6380, 0.7452

2θmax/deg 50.6 54.2 50.0
reflns
collected

34313 58216 35569

indep reflns 34 313 7809 6350
Rint 0.0930 0.1198
no. of
params

326 424 472

GOF on F2 1.135 1.000 1.015
R1 [I >
2σ(I)]

0.1189 0.0565 0.0761

wR2 [I >
2σ(I)]

0.2084 0.1076 0.1787
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this relaxation process. Since there are twice as many BABCO−

rotors on the ordered sites in [nBu4N
+]2[BABCO][BABCO

−]2
than BABCO rotors on the disordered sites, robust, excellent
fits of the T1

−1 data (Figure 2 and Table 2) to the Kubo−
Tomita model of two thermally activated Arrhenius processes
for the 1H spin−lattice relaxation of mobile protons in a 1:2
ratio on two sites with a common spin temperature allow us to
unambiguously assign to the BABCO rotors the rotational
barrier with the lower energy. Note in addition that the
excellent fits of the two T1

−1 maxima neatly exacted for a 12:24
proportion of mobile protons demonstrate that the only
motion contributing to the relaxation is that of the rotors.
This analysis of the data is conducted under the reasonable

assumption that the motion of the two rotors located on two
different sites is not correlated. Note however that our
measurements should not be very sensitive to any kind of
such correlation because the rotors are far enough on those two
sites so that the inter-rotor spin−spin couplings are negligible,
thereby justifying a fit as the sum of two independent processes.
Arrhenius parameters derived from Kubo−Tomita fits of the

T1 data for both thermally activated relaxation processes with a
common spin temperature in [nBu4N

+]2[BABCO][BABCO
−]2

and BIBCO13 are compared in Table 2.27 In both solids, the
rotators on the less constrained sites, that is, those sites with
two disordered positions, have the lower rotational barrier.
Interestingly, the attempt frequency (or pre-exponential factor
A) for the disordered BABCO rotors is larger than that for the
ordered BABCO− rotors, when the reverse is observed for the
two sites in crystals of BIBCO. The attempt frequency

represents the highest jumping frequency for the thermally
activated rotor and differs significantly for the rotators in
different environments in [nBu4N

+]2[BABCO][BABCO
−]2 and

in BIBCO as well. It is related to the frequency of the
librational modes of oscillation of the rotator and is determined
by the shape of the potential,13a a valuable characteristic of the
environment of the rotors in the solid state. The development
of a library of data, obtained by extending Table 2 to include a
large set of crystalline systems, will be invaluable to allow for a
compared, comprehensive analysis of the similarity and
differences of the crystal chemistry features of the environments
of such rotors with similar or different attempt frequencies and
rotational barriers for their thermally activated movements in
the solid state. Finally, the calculated rates of room temperature
rotation (Table 2) yield values of 120 and 32 GHz for BABCO
and BABCO− rotators, respectively, which signal that these fast
rotors are somewhat slower than both rotors in the disordered
and ordered layers in BIBCO.

(EDT-TTF-CONH2)
+
2[BABCO

−]: A δ-Type Layer Top-
ology and a Very Slow Rotor. As shown in Figure 3, slabs of

organic radical cations alternate along c with BABCO− layers.
The donor layer topology is analyzed in relation to its
electronic structure in the following section. There are two
EDT-TTF-CONH2 and one BABCO− molecules in the

Figure 2. Variable temperature 1H spin−lattice relaxation time at 55
and 210 MHz for [nBu4N

+]2[BABCO][BABCO−]2. Note the
excellent, robust fits (red solid lines) of the data to the Kubo−Tomita
equation, assuming an Arrhenius behavior for the temperature
dependence of rotational correlation time, τc = τ0 exp(Ea/kT), for a
2:1 proportion of the number of mobile C−H on the BABCO− and
BABCO sites, respectively.

Table 2. Arrhenius Parameters Derived from Fits (Figure 2) of the T1
−1 Data to the Kubo−Tomita Equation, τc = τ0 exp(Ea/kT),

for BIBCO and [nBu4N
+]2[BABCO][BABCO−]2

BIBCO13 [nBu4N
+]2[BABCO][BABCO

−]2

disordered layer ordered layer disordered BABCO site ordered BABCO− site

Ea (kcal mol
−1) 1.48 2.75 2.03 2.72

Ea (K) 745 1384 1020 1370
A (s−1) 5.21 × 1012 8.00 × 1012 3.6 × 1012 3.1 × 1012

τ0 (s) 1.92 × 10−13 1.25 × 10−13 2.78 × 10−13 3.2 × 10−13

frequency at 300 K (GHz) 43013b 7713b 120 32

Figure 3. Structure of (EDT-TTF-CONH2)2
+[BABCO−]. One

equilibrium position only is identified for the BABCO− rotors. The
undulating arrow encompasses the overlapping radical cations and
symbolizes the conducting slab, also shown in Figure 7.
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asymmetric unit. A set of hydrogen bond donor and acceptor
functionalities, described in Figure 4, competes in the self-

assembly process at the platinum electrode during crystal
growth. The inventory includes the N−H, Csp2−H, and Csp3−H
hydrogen bond donors of EDT-TTF-CONH2,

12,16 the O−H
hydrogen bond donor of the carboxylic acid group, the Csp3−H
hydrogen bond donors of the three ethylene bicyclo[2.2.2]-
octane rotor blades, and the CO hydrogen bond acceptors of
the carboxylic acid and primary amide although the strength of
the latter is expected to be weakened in radical cation forms.12a

In addition, because of the outer ethylene groups and the
bicyclo[2.2.2]octane rotators, there is the potential for subtle,
yet attractive,28 Csp3−H···H−Csp3 dihydrogen homo- or
heterodispersive van der Waals contacts to involve these linear
or polyhedral alkanes.
Two salient features stand out in Figure 4. First, the strongest

hydrogen bond is 1, the O−H···O interaction between
BABCO− anions, and its topology, again with a characteristic
antiperiplanar O−H configuration (Figure 4), is nearly
identical, albeit not as strong (1: 1.72 Å in Figure 4), to that
(I: 1.69 Å in Figure 1b) which makes for strings of BABCO−

molecules in [nBu4N
+]2[BABCO][BABCO

−]2. Therefore, it is
of interest to note that the structure of (EDT-TTF-
CONH2)2

+[BABCO−] shown in Figure 3 relates to that of
[nBu4N

+]2[BABCO][BABCO−]2 in Figure 1a simply by

substituting the radical cation slab for the neutral acid
molecules, keeping with hydrogen bonded [BABCO−]∞
strings. The flexible, zigzag arrangement of BABCO− units in
a string easily adapts to the crystal environment. For example,
the angle between long molecular axes within the string
increases from 56° in [nBu4N

+]2[BABCO][BABCO
−]2 to 98°

in (EDT-TTF-CONH2)2
+[BABCO−] (see Figures 1a and 4 for

a comparison). Within a string the topology of O−H···O bonds
also changes from antiperiplanar−synperiplanar to antiperipla-
nar−antiperiplanar, respectively. Second, five intermolecular
contacts with participation of H-atoms from the three
bicyclo[2.2.2]octane ethylene rotor blades are identified in
Figure 4; they include Csp3−H···O hydrogen bonds with
−COOH and −COO− groups of neighboring BABCO− (H···O
2.46, 2.66, 2.71, 2.72, and 2.74 Å, Csp3−H···O angles: 140°,
169°, 168°, 168°, and 136°, respectively). Furthermore, one
short Csp3−H···H−Csp3 dihydrogen contact is identified
between rotor blades of neighboring bicyclo[2.2.2]octane
rotators (Figure 4b). Note that with a H···H intermolecular
contact distance at 2.40 Å, this interaction is comparable to
intramolecular H···H contacts in the ordered BCO rotor. This
contact distance appears to be similar to the shorter attracting
contacts between alkanes, like 2.406 Å in dodecahedrane, which
have been shown to store as much as 2.87 kcal mol−1.28

The variable temperature 1H T1 data at 100 MHz for (EDT-
TTF-CONH2)2

+[BABCO−] are shown in Figure 5. In stark

contrast with the data in Figure 2, the 1H spin−lattice
relaxation is much slower than for [nBu4N

+]2[BABCO]-
[BABCO−]2. The small increase in T1

−1 between 180 and
280 K (the relaxation time is far too long to warrant
investigations at lower temperatures) demonstrates that if
there is a maximum it will appear well above room temperature.
Hence, the data in Figure 5 demonstrate that the BABCO−

rotors are comparatively braked in within the solid in (EDT-
TTF-CONH2)2

+[BABCO−], a remarkable outcome when both
the BABCO and BABCO− rotors undergo very fast stochastic
movements in [nBu4N

+]2[BABCO][BABCO
−]2.

In the wake of the recent study of the analogous BIBCO,13

these results demonstrate how valuable static crystal NMR
investigations of variable temperature 1H spin−lattice relaxation
are to characterize and analyze the rotor dynamics in molecular
machines. Key defining parameters like activation energy,
attempt frequency, and frequency of rotation at 300 K (Table
2) need to be determined and sorted out for frictionless
rotators in a large set of different solid state environments. This

Figure 4. Illustration of the hydrogen bond interactions 1−8 in (EDT-
TTF-CONH2)2

+[BABCO−]. The values for H···O separations are (a)
1 O−H···O, 1.72 Å; 2 N−H···O, 2.34 Å; 3 N−H···O, 2.21 Å; and
Csp2−H···O, 2.26 Å. (b) Note also the set of five Csp3−H···O hydrogen
bonds involving the ethylene rotor blades: 4 2.46 Å; 5 2.66 Å; 6 2.72
Å; as well as 7 2.71 Å and 8 2.74 Å. In addition, one dihydrogen
contact, H···H: 2.40 Å,28 is identified by a dotted blue line.

Figure 5. Variable temperature 1H reciprocal spin−lattice relaxation
time T1

−1 at 100 MHz for (EDT-TTF-CONH2)2
+[BABCO−].
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would help to unravel what, in a gallimaufry of competing
intermolecular interactions defining a rotor environment, are
the relevant criteria to identify those which are likely to affect
their rotor rotational barrier.
Change of Conductivity Regime of (EDT-TTF-CON-

H2)
+
2[BABCO

−] under Pressure. The room temperature
conductivity, σ, is 5 S cm−1 at 1 bar and increases rapidly with
pressure up to 50 S cm−1 at 11.5 kbar. Despite high
conductivity values, the temperature dependence of the
resistivity, ρ, at P = 1 bar exhibits a localized behavior, ρ =
ρ0 exp(Ea/T). The log scale plot of the resistivity as a function
of the inverse temperature (Figure 6a) presents two regimes

with different activation energies Ea for the resistivity. Between
room temperature and 50 K, Ea = 180 K is of the order of
magnitude of the thermal energy while a larger value below 50
K, Ea = 400 K, suggests a phase transition at 50 K. The high
temperature localization is progressively suppressed under
pressure, and a metallic state is stabilized at about 8 kbar
(Figure 6b). Note however that the insulating ground state
remains well established below 50 K at all investigated
pressures.
Electronic Structure of the Donor Layers. The donor

layers of (EDT-TTF-CONH2)2
+[BABCO−] are of the δ-type

with four molecules in the repeat unit. As shown in Figure 7,

here are two different donor molecules (noted A and B) and six
different types of intermolecular interactions (noted I−VI).
Donor A exhibits a central CC bond length of 1.40(2) Å
whereas donor B exhibits a considerably shorter one of 1.33(2)
Å. As expected, the HOMO energies of the two donors are
different (ΔE = 0.107 eV, the HOMO of B being lower)
although not as much as one could expect on the basis of these
CC bond lengths. These bond lengths suggest that the two
donors could be found as a cation and a neutral molecule.
In order to learn what is the appropriate description of these

layers as far as the HOMO···HOMO interactions are
concerned, i.e., those interactions responsible for the transport
properties, we have calculated the βHOMO−HOMO interaction
energies which are a sensitive measure of the strength of these
interactions.29 The calculated |βHOMO−HOMO| values for every
type of HOMO···HOMO interaction as well as the associated
S···S distances shorter than 4.0 Å are given in Table 3. On the
basis of these HOMO···HOMO interaction energies it is clear
that the donor lattice can be described as being built from
interacting dimeric (A−B) units (interaction I). These dimers
interact along a through interactions II and V, and along b
through interactions III, IV, and VI. Bearing in mind that

Figure 6. (a) Ambient pressure resistivity for (EDT-TTF-CON-
H2)2

+[BABCO−] as a function of inverse temperature showing two
different activation energies, Ea, below and above 50 K. The solid lines
are a fit to the data. (b) Temperature dependence of the resistivity
measured at several pressures on a second sample. The ambient
pressure data shown in part a are also plotted (solid blue line) in part
b.

Figure 7. Donor layer of (EDT-TTF-CONH2)2
+[BABCO−] where

the six different types of donor···donor interactions are labeled.

Table 3. Calculated Values of the |βHOMO−HOMO| [eV] and
S···S Distances Shorter Than 4.0 Å for the Different
Donor···Donor Interactions in δ-(EDT-TTF-
CONH2)2

+[BABCO−]

interaction S···S (Å) |βHOMO−HOMO| (eV)

I (A···B) 3.569, 3.617, 3.670, 3.812, 3.870 0.4391
II (A···B) 3.834, 3.922 0.1742
III (A···A) 3.386, 3.484, 3,780, 3.905 0.1351
IV (B···B) 3.367, 3.539, 3.768, 3.859 0.1495
V (A···B) 3.750, 3.781, 3.868 0.2212
VI (A···B) 0.0681
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because of the dimerization we must take the two combinations
of the HOMOs, Ψ± ≈ 1/√2(HOMOA ± HOMOB), as the
basis set to construct the band structure together with the
values of Table 3, we must conclude that the HOMOs interact
in a quite isotropic way within the layer plane. Since the repeat
unit contains two equivalent dimers, the band structure will
contain two well separated pairs of bands, the lower based on
the bonding Ψ− dimer orbital and the upper based on the
antibonding Ψ+ dimer orbital. Both pairs of bands should be
two-dimensional in character.
The previous analysis is confirmed by the calculated band

structure of Figure 8. Since the stoichiometry dictates that there

must be two holes in these HOMO bands, the upper pair of
bands must be half-filled. Because of the degeneracy along the
X → M line, a consequence of the existence of a glide plane for
the donor layer relating the two equivalent dimers along the a
direction, and the fact that the dispersion of the partially filled
bands is quite sizable (∼ 0.5 eV), one is led to the prediction
that the salt could exhibit metallic behavior. The calculated
Fermi surface assuming a metallic filling of the bands is shown
in Figure 9. This Fermi surface can be described as the
superposition of a series of closed pseudocircles with an area
equal to 100% of the cross-section of the Brillouin zone. If the
metallic state could be stabilized a magnetoresistance study
would lead to the observation of two different Shubnikov−de
Haas frequencies (∼ 25% and 100% of the cross sections of the
Brillouin zone) and probably to additional frequencies due to
quantum interference effects.
At this point, it is worth noting that the analysis of the

transport properties of this salt based solely on the structural
information would suggest an insulating behavior due to the
charge localization as A+ cations and B0 neutral molecules.
However, the electronic structure study leads to a very different
conclusion (see for instance the density of states projections of
Figure 10 which shows that the HOMOs of A and B mix
strongly in the whole energy range of the HOMO bands
providing support for our analysis in terms of dimer orbitals)
which agrees with the high conductivity of the system. It should
also be remarked that this salt differs from other salts with such
twisted overlap within the dimer, like β-(BEDT-TTF)2AsF6
and related salts30 which are generally more one-dimensional

and thus exhibit good nesting properties leading to a metal to
insulator transition.31 The present salt is an almost ideal 2D
system so that the metallic system should be very stable.
The essential result of the electronic structure study is that a

metallic state is not only likely but compatible with the
existence of two different donors with considerably different
central CC bond lengths. In other words, with the present
structure both a localized state with charge disproportionation
(i.e., a so-called charge ordered state4) and a delocalized, stable
bidimensional metallic state are compatible ground states
without practically any structural change. With this observation
in mind our finding of a change from activated to nonactivated
conductivity under pressure for (EDT-TTF-CON-
H2)

+
2[BABCO

−] can be easily understood.
Low-Velocity Viscous Regime Inherent to Csp3−H···O

Hydrogen Bond Interactions. Pondering about why fast
rotors inside [nBu4N

+]2[BABCO][BABCO
−]2 are damped in

(EDT-TTF-CONH2)2
+[BABCO−], one goes back to the

former compared analysis of their crystal structures and note
that the five Csp3−H···O contacts (interactions 4−8 in Figure
4b), absent in [nBu4N

+]2[BABCO][BABCO
−]2, rather than

perhaps a weak dihydrogen contact, are significant in defining
the constraints, akin to a noncovalent, physical coupling at
thermodynamic equilibrium between a rotator and five other
BABCO units in its environment in (EDT-TTF-CON-
H2)2

+[BABCO−].
To see the effect of these intermolecular interactions on the

rotational barrier of BABCO− in (EDT-TTF-CON-
H2)2

+[BABCO−], we carried out DFT calculations for an
isolated BABCO− as well as for a BABCO− surrounded by the
five BABCO units which in the crystal act as hydrogen bond
acceptors from the three −CH2−CH2− groups of the rotor
with Csp3−H···O contacts shorter than 2.90 Å. Since the only
important bonding interactions are the hydrogen bonds, to
simulate the five units of the rotor environment, instead of the
full rotors, we used CH3CCCOOH and/or CH3C
CCOO− exactly in the same position as in the crystal

Figure 8. Calculated band structure for the donor layers of (EDT-
TTF-CONH2)2

+[BABCO−], where the dashed line refers to the Fermi
level assuming a metallic filling of the bands and Γ = (0, 0), X = (a*/2,
0), Y = (0, b*/2), and M = (a*/2, b*/2).

Figure 9. Calculated Fermi surface for the donor layers of (EDT-TTF-
CONH2)2

+[BABCO−] assuming a metallic filling of the bands.
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structure. This allows a considerable saving of computer time
and better quality calculations. For the rotor we used a slightly
symmetrized version of the unit in the crystal structure; namely,
the terminal −COOH and −COO− groups were placed in the
plane of one of the three components of the rotor, as shown in
Figure 11.

Calculations were carried out using two different functionals:
B3LYP22 and M06-2X23 (which usually describe slightly better
the hydrogen bonds). As a test for the quality of the
calculations we first computed the rotational barrier for ethane
and found 2.70 and 2.74 kcal mol−1 with the B3LYP and M06-
2X functionals, respectively. These values are in excellent
agreement with the experimental value of 2.90 kcal mol−1.32 We
calculated the rotational barrier in three different ways: (i) for
the free BABCO−; (ii) for BABCO− in the presence of three
CH3CCCOO− and two CH3CCCOOH exactly
as in the solid and without any structural optimization; and (iii)
for BABCO− in the presence of three CH3CCCOO−

and two CH3−CCCOOH as in the solid with the
additional feature that the six −CH2 groups of the rotor were
optimized for every value of the rotational angle θ. The results
obtained with the two functionals are very similar (for instance
calculation ii led to a barrier of 6.3 kcal mol−1 with M06-2X and
7.4 kcal mol−1 with B3LYP).
The M06-2X calculated rotational barrier for the free

BABCO− is quite small, 0.1 kcal mol−1, indicating that the

rotation is essentially barrierless in the absence of intermo-
lecular interactions. The rotational barrier calculated with the
effect of the set of hydrogen bonds defining the rotors
environment amounts to 7.3 kcal mol−1; the energetic profile is
shown in Figure 12. Increasing the basis set so as to include

diffuse functions for all atoms including hydrogen (M06-2X/6-
311++G(d,p) calculations) has a minor effect on the rotational
profile (the calculated rotational barrier is 7.0 kcal mol−1).
Therefore, we conclude that the coupling induced by the
cooperativity between those five Csp3−H···O hydrogen bonds
has a strong effect on the rotational barrier and most likely
contributes to impede the rotational motion in (EDT-TTF-
CONH2)

+
2[BABCO

−].
Motion of BCO Rotors Might Become Dissipative in a

Highly Conducting Solid. Colorless [nBu4N
+]2[BABCO]-

[BABCO−]2 is a large band gap insulator, and there is no free
carrier available. Because the rotational barrier observed for

Figure 10. (a) Calculated density of states (in units of electrons/eV unit cell] in the region of the HOMO bands. (b) Projected density of states
(PDOS) of the HOMO of the A donors (···) and the B donors (---) for the donor layers of (EDT-TTF-CONH2)2

+[BABCO−].

Figure 11. Discrete BABCO− surrounded by the five CH3CC
COOH and/or CH3CCCOO− units used in the calculations as
a model of its H-bonded environment.

Figure 12. M06-2X calculated rotational barrier for BABCO− in the
solid (modeled as in Figure 11) with the two carbonyl groups placed
in the same plane which consequently is also the plane of one of the
three blades of the rotor, a configuration which defines the angle zero
of the plot. This structure is a minimum because the stabilization
provided by the hydrogen bonds in the crystal is optimized. Rotation
leads to the progressive loss of this stabilization and thus the energy
goes up.
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(EDT-TTF-CONH2)2
+[BABCO−] is so large, one is compelled

to assess this question from the viewpoint of the difference in
the electrical properties of the two compounds rather than to
the sole effect of intermolecular interactions in the ground
state. Hence, we now comment on another, complementary
channel by which the BCO rotators might be slowed down to a
significant extent in highly conducting crystals of (EDT-TTF-
CONH2)2

+[BABCO−].
One especially fascinating problem in quantum physics is to

consider a quantum system coupled to a macroscopic bath. In
that case novel physics is expected to occur since the presence
of the bath can lead to the suppression of tunneling.33 This is
known to lead to quantum phase transitions driven by
dissipation.34 This class of problems has been intensively
studied, and dissipative quantum systems have been realized in
systems such as noisy Josephson junctions or quantum wires.35

From that viewpoint, in (EDT-TTF-CONH2)2
+[BABCO−], an

unprecedented example where a molecular rotor is a
constituent of a molecular metal, the quantum physics36

inherent to its low dimensional electronic and crystal structures
provides a dissipation channel for the energy associated with
the rotor dynamics. In any insulating crystalline solid
i n v e s t i g a t ed t o d a t e , l i k e B IBCO and , h e r e ,
[nBu4N

+]2[BABCO][BABCO
−]2, the rotational movement of

the BCO fragment is typically frictionless. In a highly
conducting crystal of (EDT-TTF-CONH2)2

+[BABCO−], two
systems interact, namely, the quantum system of mobile carriers
within EDT-TTF-CONH2 slabs, and two rotational degrees of
freedom: the rotation around the rotor axle, which may be
either classical, or quantum even on account of the barrier for
the isolated rotor calculated to be as low as 0.1 kcal mol−1; and
the torsion around the axles of each rotor blade which
interconvert and change the rotor chirality by quantum
tunneling, as recently reported37 in the analogous 1,4-
diazabicyclo[2.2.2]octane (DABCO). In such a case, the large
number of degrees of freedom36,38 of the low dimensional
electron gas serves as a bath for the dissipation of the energy of
moving rotors provided that a coupling exists between the two
systems. This coupling is simply due to the Coulomb
interaction between the charges of the rotors and the charges
of the carriers. The movement of the electrons in the
conducting slabs produces transient currents and, therefore,
dissipation since the resistivity has a finite value. Hence, there is
a net transformation of the energy of the rotors’ motion into
heat as a result of the Joule effect in the conducting layers.
However, even in the case of quantum dissipation, the
temperature dependence of the rotation frequency can still be
described in the simplest approximation by an Arrhenius law.33

However, it can be expected to have an impact on the prefactor.
At the theoretical level, the full study of the interplay between
the two phenomena requires addittional calculations beyond
the present scope of this paper. On the experimental side, an
interesting goal would now be to prepare a metallic salt with a
rotor where the hydrogen bond friction inherent to the C−H
donors of the rotor blades would have vanished for the most
part so that the actual contribution of quantum dissipation to
the damping of the rotors could be tested further.
It is of interest to note that the fluidity of the rotors’ motion

should be recovered in the insulating ground state below 50 K
(Figure 6b). Unfortunately, at this temperature the rotors are
typically frozen as shown in Figure 2 for the insulator
[nBu4N

+]2[BABCO][BABCO
−]2.

■ CONCLUSION

Our idea that combining recent concepts from the fields of
molecular conductivity and molecular machinery to design a
crystalline molecular conductor that also possesses a molecular
rotor where the coupling of the two systems may produce
interesting new phenomena is illustrated by the study of the
structures, electronic and physical properties, and dynamics of
two solids with a common 1,4-bis(carboxyethynyl)-
b icyc lo[2 .2 .2]octane (BABCO) funct iona l rotor :
[nBu4N

+]2[BABCO][BABCO−]2 is a colorless insulator
where the dicarboxylic acid cocrystallizes with two of its
monoanionic conjugated base; in the other, (EDT-TTF-
CONH2)2

+[BABCO−], highly conducting molecular slabs and
anionic rotors are assembled, intertwined in black, shiny
crystalline needles. Using variable-temperature proton spin−
lattice relaxation, 1H T1

−1, the Brownian rotators which move
at 120 GHz at 300 K in [nBu4N

+]2[BABCO][BABCO
−]2 are

unambiguously assigned to the BABCO sites with a rotational
barrier of 2.03 kcal mol−1 (1020 K), while the rotors on the
BABCO− sites experience stochastic 32 GHz jumps at 300 K
over a rotational barrier of 2.72 kcal mol−1 (1370 K). In
contrast, the BABCO− rotors are essentially braked in within
the highly conducting crystals of (EDT-TTF-CON-
H2)2

+[BABCO−], whose room temperature conductivity, 5 S
cm−1 at 1 bar, increases rapidly with pressure up to 50 S cm−1 at
11.5 kbar. The calculated band structure and Fermi surface
qualify as a quasi-ideal 2D metal although the crystal structure
analysis suggests a charge-ordered insulator. Two regimes with
different activation energies Ea for the resistivity (180 K above
50 and 400 K below) are observed at ambient pressure; a
metallic state is stabilized at ca. 8 kbar, and an insulating ground
state remains below 50 K at all pressures.
The discovery of such contrasted dynamics of the Brownian

rotators in [nBu4N
+]2[BABCO][BABCO

−]2 and (EDT-TTF-
CONH2)2

+[BABCO−] prompted us to identify and asses two
likely channels by which the motion of the rotors might
become damped in the highly conducting solid. The first one is
defined as a low-velocity viscous regime induced by the
cooperativity between five Csp3−H···O hydrogen bonds
between a rotor and five BABCO units in its environment, a
situation unique to the structure of this molecular conductor as
it emerged from the analysis of the contrasted environments of
the rotors within the structures of the two solids. The rotational
barrier calculated with the effect of this set of hydrogen bonds
defining the rotors environment amounts to 7.3 kcal mol−1.
Therefore, we conclude that hydrogen bond interactions have a
strong effect on the rotational barrier and most likely contribute
to the damping of the rotational motion in (EDT-TTF-
CONH2)2

+[BABCO−].
A complementary approach of the difference of dynamics of

the rotors in the two solids is proposed from the viewpoint of
the difference in the electrical properties of 2 and 3, rather than
to the sole effect of intermolecular interactions in the ground
state. Hence, we have discussed the possibility that, in a highly
conducting crystal of (EDT-TTF-CONH2)2

+[BABCO−], the
large number of degrees of freedom of the low dimensional
electron gas may serve as a bath for the dissipation of the
energy of moving rotors, the two systems being coupled by the
Coulomb interaction between the charges of the rotors and the
charges of the carriers. The movement of the electrons in the
conducting slabs produces transient currents and, therefore,
dissipation since the resistivity has a finite value. Hence, there is
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a net transformation of the energy of the rotors’ motion into
heat as a result of the Joule effect in the conducting layers.
A major outcome of the present study is the revelation that

hydrogen bond interactions and quantum dissipation stand out
as two defining, fascinating problems in the chemistry, physical
chemistry, and physics of conducting crystalline molecular
machines; here, two dynamics are entangled, that of low
dimensional electrons and that of the rotators’ molecular
degrees of freedom. The results disclosed in the present work
offer the opportunity to explore further the interplay between
fluctuations and dissipation phenomena in molecular systems,
an exciting, new direction in chemistry in a context of current
intensive research in condensed matter physics.
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